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Americans must understand that in going forward from where we as a 
nation presently are, we have critical decisions to make ... We must decide 
which road at an intersection must be follow ... One being the path of 
continued economic and social progress ... The other being, the path 
toward structural economic and social decline. The ladder being the path in 
my best judgment we must avoid. The leadership of Venezuela most 
recently chose the ladder example. But really important for us has been the 
decline of Argentina from where it was positioned in the late nineteenth 
century to where it is now. At that time, the U.S. and Argentina were 
economic equals. Sadly for Argentina that is no longer the case ... This 
should be a reminder for the extremes of the left and the right whose 
policies can do to us as it did to Argentina .... 

 

Please note -- The economic history of Argentina is one of the most 
studied, owing to the "Argentine paradox", its unique condition as a country 
that had achieved advanced development in the early 20th century but 
experienced a reversal, which inspired an enormous wealth of literature 
and diverse analysis on the causes of this decline. Since independence 
from Spain in 1816, the country has defaulted on its debt nine times and 
inflation has often been in the double digits, even as high as 5000%, 
resulting in several large currency devaluations. 

 

Argentina possessed definite comparative advantages in agriculture, as the 
country is endowed with a vast amount of highly fertile land. Between 1860 
and 1930, exploitation of the rich land of the pampas strongly pushed 
economic growth.  

 

During the first three decades of the 20th century, Argentina outgrew 
Canada and Australia in population, total income, and per capita income. 
By 1913, Argentina was the world's 10th wealthiest state per capita. 

 

Beginning in the 1930s, however, the Argentine economy deteriorated 
notably. The single most important factor in this decline has been political 
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instability since 1930, when a military junta took power, ending seven 
decades of civilian constitutional government. In macroeconomic terms, 
Argentina was one of the most stable and conservative countries until the 
Great Depression, after which it turned into one of the most unstable. 
Despite this, up until 1962 the Argentine per capita GDP was higher than 
that of Austria, Italy, Japan and of its former colonial master, Spain. 

 

Successive governments from the 1930s to the 1970s pursued a strategy 
of import substitution to achieve industrial self-sufficiency, but the 
government's encouragement of industrial growth diverted investment from 
agricultural production, which fell dramatically. 

 

The era of import substitution ended in 1976, but at the same time growing 
government spending, large wage increases, and inefficient production 
created a chronic inflation that rose through the 1980s. The measures 
enacted during the last dictatorship also contributed to the huge foreign 
debt by the late 1980s, which became equivalent to three-fourths of the 
GNP. 

 

In the early 1990s the government reined in inflation by making the peso 
equal in value to the U.S. dollar, and privatized numerous state-run 
companies, using part of the proceeds to reduce the national debt. 
However, a sustained recession at the turn of the 21st century culminated 
in a default, and the government again devalued the peso. By 2005 the 
economy had recovered, but a judicial ruling originating from the previous 
crisis led to a new default in 2014. 

 

Argentina defaulted again on May 22, 2020 by failing to pay $500 million on 
its due date to its creditors. Negotiations for the restructuring of $66 billion 
of its debt continue. 
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Lawrence W. Reed, in his article “Still Crying for Argentina” found in a 
Foundation for Economic Education media website dated July 11, 2018 
wrote.  

 

Juan and Eva Peron 

J  
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The Perón regime expanded the power of labor unions, spent lavishly on 
welfare schemes and waged class warfare against the rich. For a brief 
time, it seemed to work. Argentina was one of the wealthiest countries in 
the world, and easily the richest in South America. More cronyism and 
bigger government appeared affordable, but such things always set in 
motion trends and policies that are unsustainable. It wasn’t long before the 
debts, deficits, and paper money, on top of higher taxes and crippling labor 
turmoil, drove the peso down and the economy with it. As Britain’s 
Margaret Thatcher put it, “The problem with socialism is that you eventually 
run out of other people’s money.” 

Socialism of the fascist variety was exactly what Perón and the Perónists 
were building, though it didn’t “mature” into the full-throated form of the 
Hitler or Mussolini or Hugo Chavez types. To the core, it was nationalist, 
populist, interventionist, demagogic and authoritarian. 

More ominous even than its economic policy were the regime’s assaults on 
civil liberties. Many of those attacks were indirect and wrapped in velvet. 
The charismatic colonel and his devoted cheerleader, Eva, always claimed 
that whatever they did was “for the people,” especially the poor 
descamisados or “shirtless ones.” 

Then sums up:  

For Argentina, the legacy of the Peróns and Perónism was a costly one, for 
which Argentina is still paying the price.  In 2018, It was ranked #144 in the 
Index of Economic Freedom, in spite of the efforts of a recent government 
to reverse the negative effects of many Perónist policies. So much damage 
could have been avoided if this warning of F. A. Hayek were heeded when 
he wrote The Road to Serfdom in the 1940s: 

To undertake the direction of the economic life of people with widely 
divergent ideals and values is to assume responsibilities which commit one 
to the use of force; it is to assume a position where the best intentions 
cannot prevent one from being forced to act in a way which to some of 
those affected must appear highly immoral. This is true even if we assume 
the dominant power to be as idealistic and unselfish as we can possibly 
conceive. But how small is the likelihood that it will be unselfish, and how 
great are the temptations! 
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Because of Juan and Eva Perón, decades after they held power, Reed and 
others still cry for Argentina. 

Let this not happen to the U.S ... 

 

If it does --- Who are we to blame? The Great MEGA One or his Detractors. 

 

The catch being – the Masterminds of confusion on both sides have 
worked very hard to dull our unbiased critical objectivity to the point that no 
one will ever know what’s the score …  

 

So, if America goes the way of Argentina, who will show remorse … And if 
for some reason we escape the fate of Argentina and return to safe sailing, 
who do we thank.  

 

O thus be it ever when freemen shall stand Between their lov'd home and 
the war's desolation! Blest with vict'ry and peace may the heav'n rescued 
land Praise the power that hath made and preserv'd us a nation! Then 
conquer we must, when our cause it is just, And, this be our motto - "In God 
is our trust," And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall wave O'er the 
land of the free and the home of the brave. 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
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COMMON SENSE HERALD HISTORY REPORT 
 

Armand-Jean du Plessis, Duke de Richelieu 

Cardinal; French statesman, b. in Paris, 5 September, 1585; 

d. Paris 4 December 1642. 

PART 1 

By Dennis L. Pearson  

Copyright (c) 2009 by Dennis L. Pearson 

All Rights Reserved --- No part of this work may be reproduced or 

transmitted in any form by any means, electronic or mechanical, including 

photocopying and recording or by any information storage or retrieval 

system, without permission from the author. 

 

 

 

If you give me six lines written 

by the most honest man, I will find 

something in them to hang him.  

                                 —Cardinal Richelieu 

 

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/03333b.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/11480c.htm
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PART I CONTINUATION 

DIALOGUE 3 

While Armand-Jean du Plessis, Duke de Richelieu was in exile as a servant of 

Marie de Medici, Charles D’Albert, Duke de Luynes was the first Minister in 

a government headed by Louis XIII. Although Richelieu thought of Luynes as 
a mediocre and timid character too weak to withstand the pressure of state, 
the Cardinal was very careful to generate a friendship with him. shortly before 
the downfall of Concini. And perhaps, because of this friendship, when the 
Regency was overthrown, Richelieu was allowed to go into exile instead of 
being incarcerated. During his stay in exile, Richelieu took the time to keep in 
touch with the French government by informing the King of the Queen-
Mother's movements. So, as it happened, If Richelieu had expected to win 
renewed favor with the King by attempting to keep in touch, this did not 
happen. In fact, Richelieu's reputation as a clever and ambitious man did not 
win or merit him many supporters in the new government. Therefore in 
frustration, he chose to retire to Bishopric duties at Lucon, when it appeared 
that the door to high position in Paris was closed. Even so, Luynes still had 
latent suspicions in regard to Richelieu's intentions, causing him at a later 
date, to force Richelieu into spending many months in exile at Avignon. But, 
even at Avignon, Richelieu's spirit and ambitions were not eradicated, for he 
still had the dream and hope of further governmental service for France 

DISCUSSION 3 

Marie de Medici was born in 1573 and died in 1642. Marie was married 

to Henry IV and was the mother of Louis XIII. It was during Marie’s 

regency, that the magnates and the Huguenots attempted to reassert 

themselves after having their power cut by Henry IV.  

Once Louis got his majority and came under the influence of Luynes, 

Marie’s power had to decrease. The murder of her favorite, Concini, and 

the execution of Galigai, Concini’s wife, showed very clearly the 

direction Louis and Luynes were taking. Louis exiled his mother from 

court which effectively took her out of the politics. 

The one chance she had of regaining her power was when Luynes died in 
1621. Louis was left without a chief minister. Still only 20, he might have 

http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/Spain,%20France%20and%20CRef/H4.htm
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/louis_xiii_of_france.htm
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/Spain,%20France%20and%20CRef/H4.htm
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/duke_of_luynes.htm
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/louis_xiii_of_france.htm
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panicked over the loss of such an outstanding minister. However, Luynes 
was replaced with an even more formidable opponent – Richelieu – who 
was as equally supportive of monarchical absolutism as Luynes had been. 

Richelieu wanted Marie back in court and arranged for this to occur in 
1622. Why did he do this? Richelieu believed that if Marie were at Blois it 
would be difficult to keep ‘an eye’ on her and she could create more 
problems by associating herself with disillusioned nobles. If she were in the 
Royal Court, she would be easier to control and less able to associate with 
angered noblemen as such men would not be at court. 

In return for ending her exile, Marie persuaded Louis to appoint Richelieu 
Chief Minister of France, which he did in 1624. 

Richelieu and Marie, however, were to clash. She was pro-Spanish (Marie 
had been the principal mover behind the arranged marriage between Louis 
and Anne of Austria) while Richelieu was the opposite. Also Richelieu 
allowed the Huguenots the right of worship in Languedoc despite defeating 
them militarily. Marie was a dévot – an ardent Catholic who believed that 
the Huguenots deserved no tolerance whatsoever. Why did Richelieu, a 
cardinal, show such tolerance? He wanted France free of internal strife as 
he believed that at some time France would have to involve herself in the 
Thirty Years War. Any internal problems would distract from this 
involvement and possibly undermine it. 

Angered by Richelieu’s apparent tolerance of the Huguenots, Marie 

plotted against him. She allied herself with Marillac, the Keeper of the 

Seals, in an attempt to overthrow Richelieu. The so-called Day of Dupes 

(November 10th, 1630) failed and Marie’s involvement condemned her. 

Marie was arrested and, in July 1631, exiled to Compiegne. From here, 

Marie escaped to the Spanish Netherlands where she stayed until her 

death in 1641. The last years of her life were spent plotting the 

overthrow of Richelieu – something she abjectly failed in. 

Dialogue 4 

During his time in exile, Richelieu developed many of his great political 

concepts. He saw Europe in a different way then it existed before. He 

saw a new order wherein the world consisted of a number of national 

http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/thirty_years_war.htm
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/thirty_years_war.htm
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/revolt_of_netherlands.htm
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autonomous states rather than a world of feudal dynasties. He came to 

the conclusion that it was necessary to subordinate a Catholic policy to 

one which would finally break the ascendency of Spain in Europe if 

France were ever going to obtain international prestige. This idea would 

perpetually haunt him and guide his convictions thereafter. As a young 

man, he was able to over-ride and subordinate his inner beliefs to the 

benefit of the idea of serving the interests of the Catholic Church; but 

now that his love for France had been severely wounded, he associated 

his predicament to the diplomacy of Spain. This belief for Richelieu 

would solidify, become more entrenched and become unshakeable the 

older he got. Consequently, for Richelieu, the best game plan for France 

to achieve its national interest would be to break the Habsburg Ring 

around France which threatened to thwart and strangle French power 

forever. But in exile, Richelieu could do little to convert his political 

theories into government policy. 

But as it happened, Richelieu would not remain in exile as he was 

recalled to the services of the Queen-Mother; and, this service allowed 

the Bishop the opportunity to engage and dabble in state business. For 

example, in 1619, he achieved the reconciliation of Marie de Medici and 

the monarch with the Settlement of Angoulême; and in 1620, The Peace 

of Anger was signed after the unsuccessful expedition of Luynes against 

Huguenot forces at Porte de Cé. For his handling of these important 

agreements in the service of Louis XIII, Richelieu was elevated to the 

rank of a Cardinal in the Catholic Church by Pope Gregory in 1622 upon 

the recommendation of Louis XIII.  

Clearly the career of Richelieu was once again on the ascendency with 

the career of Charles D’Albert, Duke de Luynes going the opposite 

direction. With his defeat at Porte de Cé, Luynes' ministry soon 

collapsed as opposition to it became as fierce as it was during the last 

days of the regency. But Richelieu would have to await another day 

before Louis XIII would give Richelieu Luynes' former position. As it 

happened, Richelieu became a member of the French Council of State 
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in April 1624. But France had to endure the inept rule of another 

Ministry and the collapse of its Spanish policy before the reigns of 

governance was given to Richelieu. 

 

Discussion 4 

Charles, Duke de Luynes, was born in March 1578 and died in 

December 1621. The Duke de Luynes was the chief minister for the 

young Louis XIII and played a key role in early Seventeenth Century 

France until his death. Cardinal Richelieu, who has tended to 

overshadow the part Luynes played in French history, replaced him but 

not immediately. 

Luynes was born into a minor aristocratic family – the D’Albert family. 

He was educated at the Royal Court where he went into the service of 

Louis XIII. Louis was to develop a strong attachment to the man who 

was to take on the French magnates who had threatened Louis during his 

minority. These magnates wanted to re-claim old powers that had been 

successively stripped away by Francis I and Henry IV and which had 

been resurrected on occasions during the French Wars of Religion when 

the magnates exploited the weak monarchy. 

In May 1610, Henry IV was assassinated and Louis became king of 

France. However, he was just 9 years of age and during his minority, his 

mother, Marie de Medici, governed as Regent. During this regency, 

Marie struggled to maintain the power of the monarchy against the 

Princes of the Blood lead by Henry, Prince de Condé. During this time, 

the Huguenots also tried to expand their power in their "state within a 

state" in the south and south-west of France. 

Both these groups assumed that a regency run by a female would give 

them ample opportunity to regain power taken from them by past kings 

who were strong enough to curb the power of the magnates and the 

Huguenots in the south. 

http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/louis_xiii_of_france.htm
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/france_1610_to_1715.htm
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/france_1610_to_1715.htm
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/louis_xiii_of_france.htm
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/Spain,%20France%20and%20CRef/FWR.htm
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/Spain,%20France%20and%20CRef/H4.htm
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The young Louis was angered at the little attention shown to him by his 

mother. Louis was also angered by the fact that his mother had allowed a 

lady called Leonora Galigai – Marie’s favorite at court – to monopolize 

power within the Royal Court. Galigai’s husband, Concino Concini, was 

equally as influential as his wife. 

In April 1617, Concini was assassinated. Luynes organized the murder 

with the full support of Louis. Marie de Medici, royal mother or not, was 

exiled to a chateau at Blois while Galigai was burned as a witch in July 

1617. This event tied Luynes to Louis and vice versa as both were 

equally as guilty. After July 1617, Luynes was head of the government 

in France and served as a loyal servant to Louis. 

Luynes became Governor of Picardy in 1619, Constable of France in 

1621 and Keeper of the Seals, also in 1621. Such positions made him the 

most powerful civilian in France. They also gave him the opportunity to 

make money and when he died aged 43 in 1621, he had amassed a 

fortune. 

In terms of foreign policy, Luynes could do little as he was to be fully 

engaged with internal issues in France itself. However, he did what he 

could diplomatically to hinder the Habsburg cause in the very early 

years of the Thirty Years War. 

In the four years that Luynes had real power in France (1617 to 1621) he 

targeted the nobles and the Huguenots. The treatment of Galigai and 

Concini had been an obvious statement of intent should any of the 

magnates wished to have challenged Luynes. If this is what happens to 

the Queen Mother’s favorites 

In 1617, the First Estate was invited to an Assembly of Notables at 

Rouen. Here, Luynes persuaded the First Estate that they should make a 

greater contribution to the nation’s exchequer. Luynes was well aware 

that yet more taxation of the poor could provoke problems. In 1618, 

Luynes reduced noble pensions and this provoked a rebellion between 

1619 and 1620. 

http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/thirty_years_war.htm
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The nobles led by the Duke d’Epernon rescued Marie de Medici from 

Blois. Why would they do this? The nation needed a figurehead and 

Marie fitted this role. But the magnates also believed that if she regained 

her old power, she would be easy to manipulate and that she could be 

persuaded to restore the magnates’ old privileges. The Huguenots 

supported the nobles by rebelling in the south. 

The nobles were defeated at the Battle of Ponts-de-Cé in August 1620. 

Louis then turned on the Huguenots. Luynes had reversed the quasi-

independence the Huguenots had gained under Henry IV in 1617 when 

he declared that Bearn and Navarre were to be fully incorporated into 

France. Now, with the nobility defeated, Luynes marched south with the 

French Army. 

In October 1620, the Huguenots were forced to agree to the 1617 

decision at a ceremony held in Pau, their capital. After this, Protestants 

were treated harshly in what had been a ‘state-within-a-state’. The 

Huguenots, under the Duke of Rohan, went onto a war footing but in 

June 1621, Louis took the fortress at St Jean-d’Angély which overlooked 

the major Huguenot stronghold of La Rochelle. Luynes attacked the 

equally important Huguenot base at Mountaban, Languedoc, in August 

1621 but here he caught a fever and died In December 1621. It was to be 

Richelieu who was to finish off what Luynes had started. 

 

Dialogue 4 

Even while still in exile, Richelieu was not without support. Foremost 

among the advocates for the return of the future Cardinal was Father 

Joseph, the unkempt red-haired Capuchin whose piety and learning and 

status as spokesman of his order commanded general respect in the 
Court, 

 Father Joseph (François Leclerc du Tremblay), 1577-1638, French 
Capuchin monk, became a confidant and agent of Cardinal Richelieu, 
generally known as the Éminence Grise [gray eminence]. Combining the 
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elements of a mystic and of a Machiavellian politician, he devoted his life 
with equal energy to missionary work and to the shady and delicate 
diplomatic negotiations with which Richelieu entrusted him. He dreamed of 
a crusade against the Turks and of the restoration of Roman Catholicism 
throughout Europe, yet he lent his services to a policy that strengthened 
Protestantism and the Ottoman Empire at the expense of the Catholic 
house of Hapsburg. Rumors ascribed to him an evil influence over the 
cardinal. It is more likely, however, that Father Joseph was a pliable 
instrument in the cardinal's hands and that his influence on the events that 
led to the entry of France into the Thirty Years War may have been vastly 
exaggerated but then, maybe not. Unlike his master, Father Joseph sought 
no material rewards 

Concerning Father Joseph, it is perhaps correct to say that a purely 
religious reason also made him Richelieu's ally against the Habsburgs. As 
we stated above, he had a dream of arousing Europe to another crusade 
against the Turks, and, believed that the house of Austria was the obstacle 
to that universal European peace which would make this possible. It being 
important to note that research supports the case that Father Joseph had 
become disillusioned by the collapse or lack of support for his proposed 
Holy Crusade against the Turks of which the Duke of Nevers was to be its 
leader. The Father had created a new order called the Christian Militia to 
serve as soldiers in this new Crusade to win back the Holy Land. 
Unfortunately, finding support for this expedition proved difficult. The fact 
was, he had approached the Pope, the Duke of Tuscany, and a number of 
German princes for men and supplies. However, in 1618 when the Father 
was in Spain on a similar recruiting mission, his plans were suddenly 
destroyed by the refusal of Phillip III to allow the recruiting of men on 
Spanish soil. Phillip's decision was based on the fact that he had more 
interest in the Palatinate then a Holy Crusade against the infidel. This, of 
course, is a reversal of phraseology as infidel is normally a term that 
adherents of Islam would ascribe to nonbelievers of their faith. And as it 
went down, Phillip was unwilling to sacrifice the national or dynastic 
interests of the Spanish House of Habsburg for the super-national or 
globalist interests of a Holy Crusade. Leaving Spain empty-handed, the 
Monk had no choice but cancel plans for his expedition on the grounds that 
without Spain, the crusade would be impractical. What the Father was 
seeking in launching another Crusade was a united Christian front and 
such a front did not exist.  
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If Father Joseph believed that Spain was a leading nation of Europe before 
his visit there, after his visit there he had a change of viewpoint.  
Thereafter, the embittered Father turned all his fanatical powers to the 
reduction of the Habsburgs. Consequently, he devoted all of his energies in 
order to advance the power of France and raise the stature of Richelieu. 

The Father saw dangers in the French alliance with the Habsburg rulers of 
Spain and the Holy Roman Empire which resulted in the marriage of Anne 
of Austria with Louis XIII. And, the Emperor's victories in Bohemia and the 
Palatinate in the first period of the Thirty Years War as well as Spanish 
interest in the conquest of the Dutch, upon the expiration in 1609 of a 
twelve-year neutrality truce did not allay Father Joseph's fear of enhanced 
Habsburg hegemony of Europe. 

Upon assuming control of government, Richelieu with the backing of Father 
Joseph turned to what he considered to be his most pressing task. 
Obsessed by the decline in French International prestige and grandeur, he 
gave great attention to war and diplomacy. Through Father Joseph, 
Richelieu was acutely aware of the political significance of the Counter-
Reformation ideas combined with the Spanish schemes in the Netherlands 
and the Empire. But the other side of equation also had to be considered 
by Richelieu. What over-bearing problems would basing French foreign 
policy on national interest create on the home front? A good question 
considering the numerous Pro-Spanish Catholics that lived in the Kingdom. 
And the answer suggests that basing French foreign policy on national 
interest was extremely dangerous for internal conditions were too unsettled 
to allow for foreign adventures without provoking a Civil War by rebellious 
subjects. 

Richelieu noted this internal weakness in a communiqué to the King which 
follows: "Physicians hold it for an aphorism than an internal weakness, 
however small in itself is more to be feared than an external injury be it 
never so large and painful. From this we learn that we must abandon what 
is done abroad until we have done what must be done at home."  

Therefore, at this time Richelieu could do little but offer material aid to the 
enemies of the Habsburg. The Cardinal only resorted to military force when 
the actions of the Habsburg's in Italy threatened to destroy French national 
interest beyond repair. 
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Meanwhile, Father Joseph, As Richelieu's agent, whom can be likened to 
as a  modern Peter the Hermit maneuvered at the diet of Regensburg 
(1630) to thwart the aggression of the emperor, and then advised the 
intervention of Gustavus Adolphus, reconciling himself to the use of 
Protestant armies by the theory that one poison would counteract another. 
Thus the monk became a war minister, and, though maintaining a personal 
austerity of life, gave himself up to diplomacy and politics. He died in 1638, 
just as the cardinalate was to be conferred upon him. The story that 
Richelieu visited him when on his deathbed and roused the dying man by 
the words, "Courage, Father Joseph, we have won Breisach", is 
apocryphal.  

 

COMMON SENSE HERALD History REPORT II 

 

MOSSELLE RIVER CROSSING WWII 

A story from Photographers of the 166th Army Signal Corps: 

 

The Rivers beyond Paris provided good photographic material, for in a river 
crossing action and terrain are in an area limited enough to be entirely 
within the range of the camera – although natural and artificial atmospheric 
conditions are often adverse. Sgt. Warren Rothenberger tells of his 
experience at the Moselle River 

. 
“During November ’44, the 5th to be exact, the 90th Inf. Div. Third Army, to 
whom my Photo Unit was attached --- had as their objective to establish 
two bridge heads across the Moselle River, near the two small villages of 
Catternom and Malling, France. The river itself was in bad shape, the 
Germans having blown several dams up stream flooding the surrounding 
countryside in the vicinity of the proposed bridge site. 

 

On the night of the 4th, elements of one regt. Were ferried across in assault 
boats and after a struggle cleared the East side of the river to allow the 
engineers to start on the pontoon bridge. 

 

http://www.nndb.com/people/588/000095303/
http://www.nndb.com/people/934/000092658/
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The next morning, three of us were at the Catternom bridgehead site – I 
was shooting stills an another of our unit, movies. We were lending a very 
cool presence to an otherwise very hot spot. 

The engineers had started early and had half a pontoon bridge up by 8 AM, 
when the Germans started throwing a very accurate 88 barrage. With three  

 

 

direct hits they knocked out the bridge out. It was then decided to throw the 
bridge across at night. Across the river the Germans held some high 
ground making for some accurate artillery and mortar fires. Obviously, 
these O. P’s and mortar positions had to be knocked out. P47 fighter 
bombers were called in to do the job using 500 lb., fire-oil bombs. This 
meant good pictures and we were in an excellent position to get them. We 
were on a slight hill behind a ridge that offered good cover from the damn 
mortars that were dropping uncomfortably close. 

 

The planes came over and did a wonderful job. We worked like hell. I was 
shooting as fast as I could although it was so cold, I could hardly tear the 
film tabs from my pack. Twice the movie camera froze, causing us much 
cursing and sweating. We got the pictures of the attack anyway. 
Next day, the other three men of our unit went down again. The bridge 
wasn’t up, and they took shots of men and ammo being ferried across the 
river in assault boats. This had A1 priority – ammo and food going over and 
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wounded and PW’s coming back. Sgt. Tomko of our unit managed to bum 
a ride across and shot stuff on the East bank. All this time the weather was 
terrible – cold, rainy, and on top of it all – water up to your knees wherever 
you went. 

 

For the next few days all of us worked hard, The Germans knocked the 
bridge out three times. We went out twice to cover a Negro Chemical 
Smoke Generating Co. that was doing a wonderful job of laying down a 
gigantic smoke screen. These boys worked right out in the open on the 
river’s edge, and although enemy artillery searched from them continually, 
they kept right on grinding out the support. 

 

 

 

Sometime around Nov. 8th –We went down to the Malling bridgehead site. 
They were still working on the bridge and assault boats were shuttling back 
and forth. I made a movie here --- mostly of PW’s who after being brought 
from the other side were put to work as litter bearers – wading thru the 
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water. A Lt., who was urging the ammo bearers and PW litter bearers on – 
spied me and yelled, “What in the hell are you doing – we aren’t supposed 
to use PW’s for this kind of stuff, and you can’t make pictures of it! I kept 
shooting and finally he stopped yelling. 

Stuff was coming in all the time, mostly mortar shells, and every time you 
ducked – you dipped your “fanny” in the water. We had a tough 
timekeeping the cameras dry. All this time the weather was bad, and plus 
the smoke screen, we had a lovely time with exposures. 

Finally, on Nov. 11th – the bridge was up, and early that morning two of us 
we down to film the actual crossing by the Infantry reinforcements and later 
artillery. 

That was the Moselle crossing –we had shot 2400 feet of motion picture 
film and over 100 still pictures. Later on, there were other river crossings, 
but I don’t think any of them compared to the first Moselle crossing by the 
90th Infantry Division.  

 

COMMON SENSE HERALD HISTORY REPORT III 

 

Canada’s relations with the Elephant 

By Dennis Pearson of the Common Sense Herald  

© 2020 by Dennis L. Pearson, All Rights Reserved 

 

PART 1 

 

Dialogue 1 

 

In the late 1960’s, Canada’s foreign policy rested in the hands of its dashing young 

Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau and his cabinet. It was these individuals who had to 

decide what Canada’s national interest was. It was these men who had the 

responsibility to make decisions on issues concerning war and peace with the world 

community. The same men having received their mandate or authority to rule by the 

combination of the Canadian people and their political Party in this case being the 

Canadian Liberal Party; and finally, the system being what it was, the policies of these 

gentlemen and ladies, was on constant scrutiny by the other Canadian Parties in 

Parliament , tongue in cheek called the Loyal opposition, 
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+The fixed reality for the government team, any failure in domestic or foreign policy or 

defeat on major domestic or foreign policy legislation could bring down the government , 

requiring the ruling to Party to appoint a new Prime Minister and causing an early 

Parliament election in which one of the opposition parties could receive enough M.P’s 

directly or through a coalition government to take power,  

 

In 1969, the consensus take on Pierre Elliot Trudeau was that he was a man whose 

political philosophy was neither of the left nor the right; yet others would differ, saying he 

had tendencies of being very socially conscious; and as such, he was fascinated with 

leftist causes. But most assuredly, he was a man oriented toward Canada’s future.1 

Trudeau was said to have the mojo to ignite the imagination of the Canadian people to 

pursue a new adventure following a course that would create a “new Canada” that 

would bring the French and English speaking people much closer together then what 

the fixed reality was at the time.   

 

Trudeau’s agenda was to stress the participation or buy in of all Canadians in the well-

being of Canada; and with this policy in mind, Trudeau determined that the participation 

of all Canadians in things Canadian was the national interest of the nation. 

 

In the fashion of former American President, John F. Kennedy, Trudeau said:  Canada 

will be a strong country when Canadians of all provinces feel at home in all parts of the 

country, and when they feel that all Canada belongs to them. 

Years later. U.S. President Trump voiced the slogan “Make America Great Again “. 

Which may suggest, the President’s wants to bring America back to being free, 

respected, educated, land of opportunities, strong economy, lower debt, peaceful, 

diverse & accepting, generous, strong moral values, freedom OF religion, ... But his 

critics suggest more negative intent in that slogan associated with racism and division. 

 

In regard to greatness, Trudeau acting as cheer leader said: “This country is just 

beginning to burst into greatness. Come, take my hand and we will adventure 

together.2” 

 

https://www.quotes.net/quote/18138
https://www.quotes.net/quote/18138
https://www.quotes.net/quote/18138
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In regard to the impact of the U.S. on the Canadian nation, Trudeau stressed:  

 

Living next to you is in some ways like sleeping with an elephant. No matter how 

friendly and even-tempered is the beast, if I can call it that, one is affected by every 

twitch and grunt.  

 

 

Pierre Elliot Trudeau – former Prime Minister of Canada 

 

https://www.quotes.net/quote/18135
https://www.quotes.net/quote/18135
https://www.quotes.net/quote/18135
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The constitutional history of Canada begins with the 1763 Treaty of Paris, in which 

France ceded most of New France to Great Britain. Canada was the colony along the St 

Lawrence River, part of present-day Ontario and Quebec. Its government underwent 

many structural changes over the following century. In 1867 Canada became the name 

of the new federal Dominion extending ultimately from the Atlantic to the Pacific and the 

Arctic coasts. Canada obtained legislative autonomy from the United Kingdom in 1931, 

and had its constitution (including a new rights charter) patriated in 1982. Canada's 

constitution includes the amalgam of constitutional law spanning this history. 

 

 

John Alexander Macdonald 

 Was born in Glasgow's Merchant City in 1815, and was little-known in the 

city of his birth but he is a household name to Canadians and is often 

referred to as the "Father of Canada". Modern Canada was created in 1867 

with the unification of the four original provinces - Ontario, Quebec, Nova 

Scotia, and New Brunswick 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_Canada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Canada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Paris_(1763)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_France
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canada,_New_France
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Lawrence_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Lawrence_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quebec
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dominion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statute_of_Westminster_1931
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_Charter_of_Rights_and_Freedoms
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canada_Act_1982
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_Canada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_Canada
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Glasgow&filters=sid%3ada2548ee-1b26-f939-06b4-2fae57e075e7&form=ENTLNK
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Merchant+City&filters=sid%3ad6575956-e5ec-59d9-bcc8-40a5aca755cc&form=ENTLNK
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Canada wasn’t born out of revolution or a sweeping outburst of nationalism. 

Instead, it was created in a series of conferences and orderly negotiations, 

culminating in the terms of Confederation on July 1,1867. The union of 

the British North American colonies of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and 

the Province of Canada (what is now Ontario and Québec) was the first step 

in a slow but steady nation-building exercise that would come to encompass 

other territories, and eventually fulfill the dream of a country A Mari usque ad 

Mare — from sea to sea. 

 
Up to and during World War II, Canada was preoccupied with her emergence from the 

status of colony of Great Britain. This process, which went on for two centuries, at no 

time got unanimous encouragement from all Canadians. Many preferred to be colonists, 

and apparently in the late sixty’s some still did. And as it happened and just indicated, 

the fight for Canadian Independence was never on any significant scale, directed 

against the British, as the American fight was. It was always a difference of opinion 

among Canadians themselves 

 

By 1945, it did seem that the struggle to escape entrenchment of British 

Imperial rule had ended in victory. A nation which was divided after World 

War I came through World War II basically intact. Canada for the first time 

since it became a Dominion in 1867 was united, and survival at the 

moment as a nation was assured. 

 

The main difference between Federation and Confederation is that the 

sovereignty of the members in a federation ceases to exist with its 

formation while the members in a confederation retain their sovereign 

power even after the formation of the confederation. 

 

The membership of the member states in a federation is not voluntary once 

entered, while the membership in a confederation is voluntary. Therefore, 

http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/nationalism/
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/confederation/
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/british-north-america/
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/new-brunswick/
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/nova-scotia/
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/province-of-canada-1841-67/
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/a-mari-usque-ad-mare/
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/a-mari-usque-ad-mare/
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the members of a confederation can withdraw their membership anytime, 

unlike in a federation. 

 

Interestingly, while many think of Canada as a Confederation, Canada is 

actually a federation and not a confederate association of sovereign states, 

which is what " confederation " means in contemporary political theory. 

Consequently, Canada as a federation is often considered to be among the 

world's more decentralized federations. 

 

More detailed look at differences between Federation vs Confederation 

 

Federation Confederation 

A political State of regional states or 

constituents united into a single group with 

centralized Control 

More or less permanent Union of sovereign 

states according to common interests, and 

political, economic, or administrative 

convenience 

Federal Government which governs the 

member states acts as central Authority 

Central authority is usually a weak nominal 

body appointed by member states 

Creation of a new state Does not create a new State 

Member states lose all or most of their 

sovereignty and are controlled by a central 

authority 

Member states retain their sovereignty even 

after their union 

Once joined, continued membership is 

mandatory 

Membership is voluntary 

Has a written Constitution Does not normally have a written 

Constitution 

Resolutions concern the laws made by federal 

government and member states are bound to 

obey and enforce them 

Resolutions passed are not of the status of 

law; they are mostly academic or joint foreign 

policy etc. 

Rigid union More or less a loose Union 

Ex: Russia, China, USA, Belgium, Austria, 

Australia, Germany 

Ex: Indigenous Confederations in North 

America, Confederation of the Rhine, 

 

 

Historically for Canada, within a few years after World War II. The French Canadians began to ask for 

political. Social and economic equality, thus, producing an unsettling effect on the Canadian 
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Confederation which you were told previously was actually a federation, nevertheless, a decentralized 

confederation. 

But most unsettling of all, however, to the survival of Canada was the threat of economic 

colonization of the United States. Historically, while the British gave up one by one their 

Constitutional interests of imperial rule, American businessmen bought up one by one an 

impressive aggregate of Canadian industry and resources; 3 and, it is not too hard to imagine 

that this caused a certain amount of political problems for Canadians. The fixed reality – many 

Canadians, although no longer fearing American military invasions as threat to her survival, 

feared that American economic colonization in the long run could be a definite threat to their 

status as a nation. Therefore, as it occurred, debates between Canada’s major political parties, 

Liberals and Conservatives, concerned themselves not only whether the nation should consider 

close relationships with Britain, but also what should be done about the perceived American 

(economic) imperialism of the Canadian homeland. 

 

The question of how to gain a Canadian economy had raised many arguments. Some politicians 

and economists would put severe restrictions on foreign involvements while others maintain 

that non-restrictive curbs on these foreign investments should be made to encourage Canadian 

investments, plus, have outside capital brought into the country. The last opinion presents the 

fact or reality that in the late Sixty’s Canada was beset by linguistic, cultural, and economic 

differences that were exaggerated by the vast differences within the country. Whatismore, its 

small population did not provide a large enough domestic market for sustained economic 

boom. The income gap between the poorer and richer provinces was still large and not 

shrinking fast enough.4 Former Canadian finance Minister Walter Gordon, in the sixty’s, 

introduced to parliament a program limiting the percentage of stock non-residents could hold 

in Canadian banks, insurance and trust companies. Ex-Prime Minister Lester Pearson on the 

other hand conceded the need for foreign capital and technology. Therefore, he opposed unfair 

and excessive measures against foreign investors., but insisted that become Canadian in 

operation and policy, and subject to Canadian law. Pearson while still in office, at the same time, 

hoped to spur investment by Canadians.5 Trudeau, Pearson’s successor, as far as US investments, 

also approved of them, but favored keeping laws that prevented foreign subsidiaries from 

dominating key industries.6 

 

Trudeau, of course, believed, that it was the Confederation’s best interest that Canada should 

adjust to its role as a small power; which means Canada should be more selected in its peace 

keeping missions for the United Nations; Canada should seek better relations with both Latin 

America and French speaking States because of its bicultural policy at home. Trudeau and his 

cabinet being receptive to any idea which would benefit the welfare of Canada.7 

] 
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Dialogue 2 

 

Canada’s strength lies in its geographical size, but her lack of population remains her inherent 

weakness. Canada, although comprising 3,511,022 sq. miles square miles, had only a little over 20 

million people representing a low population density of 5.2 people per square mile off which,  

practically all of the population lived within hundred miles of the United States according to a 

1966 estimate  Updating these statistics, the current population of Canada is 37,755,152 as of 

Thursday, July 16, 2020, based on Worldometer elaboration of the latest United Nations 

data. he population density in Canada now being 4 per Km2 or 11 people per square mile 

with steady growth of population between .89 and 1.72% over the years. 81.3 % of the 

Canadian population or 30,670,064 people living in urban areas at the present times. 

 

To be truthful, Canada is pretty empty of human being 
Only one million people live above the line 

 

 

 

 

 

The fixed reality being three quarters of the Canadian people in the sixty’s and late years thanks 

to the Southern extension of the great lakes and St. Lawrence River live south of the forty-ninth 

parallel which forms the northern boundary of the U.S from the Lake of Woods to the Pacific. 

North of inhabited Canada lies the 3 million almost uninhabited square miles of dwindling 

forest, artic, tundra, and the rock, snow and ice of the Artic Archipelago, cross crossed with a 

faint web of communication by rail, water, and air. 8 

https://i.imgur.com/DDm42zX.png
https://i.imgur.com/DDm42zX.png
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As stated before, in size, Canada is a huge country. Covering nearly 10 million square 

kilometers, it is the second largest nation in the world. This reality has always made it 

very difficult for people in different parts of the country to communicate. After 

Confederation, the Canadian government began building a railway that would link the 

country from east to west. Communication, however, was still difficult. Information 

could take weeks to travel from one part of the country to another. Also, the railway 

line did not go through northern Canada. Obviously, another solution was needed to 

help all Canadians, especially those in the isolated and rural areas of the country, 

communicate with each other across the vast distances; and One solution coming into 

mind for Canadian leaders to accomplish this was the utilization of space to 

accomplish this goal. 

Americans when we bother to think about Canada and Space let these things come to 

mind. We probably may think of a Canadian astronaut like Marc Garneau or Roberta 

Bondar, or maybe of the “Canadarm” launching a satellite from the space shuttle. 

Indeed, these are two important areas of Canada's involvement in the space industry, 

but they're not the only ones. And Canada’s involvement in American Mercury, 

Gemini and the Apollo Moon Project was another important area of Canadian 

involvement in the space industry but again, not the only one. For Canada, this 

solution came in the form of Satellites. The fact is most Canadians working in the 

space industry have been involved in projects because of satellites. This is because 

satellites have helped Canada link its vast territory together with the use of 

communication and data satellites 

 Canada successfully launched Alouette, its first satellite, in 1962. Alouette, and 

the ISIS satellites that followed, all studied the northern lights, or aurora borealis. In 

1967, however, Dr. John Chapman, the leader of the Alouette team, published a report 

that changed the direction of Canada's space program. Chapman argued that Canada 

should use the knowledge gained through the Alouette and ISIS projects to improve 

communications in Canada. 

This is exactly what happened. The focus of Canadian satellites shifted from scientific 

research to communications. In 1972, the Canadian firm Telesat Canada launched the 

Anik A1 satellite. With this launch, Canada became the first country in the world to 

have a satellite in geostationary orbit for domestic (that is, non-military) 

communications. Because Anik was in geostationary orbit, it remained over its target 

night and day. This meant that satellite dishes could be permanently mounted to point 

toward the satellite for both transmitting and receiving. 

http://www.satellites.spacesim.org/english/canadian/q4.html
http://www.satellites.spacesim.org/english/canadian/q7.html#isis
http://www.satellites.spacesim.org/english/canadian/q2.html
http://www.satellites.spacesim.org/english/glossary/dk.html#geost
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The Anik A1 satellite succeeded in bringing Canadians closer together. Live 

television was now possible everywhere in Canada. Telephone communications could 

be relayed from any part of the country to any other part. Today, the fifth generation 

Anik satellites are the largest, most powerful domestic communication satellites in the 

world. Anik, which means "brother" in the Inuit language Inuktitut, was well named 

because it brought Canadians closer together - like brothers. 

Communication by television and telephone, though, is not the only way that satellites 

have helped Canadians. Satellites affect every Canadian's daily life in countless 

different ways. 

Weather satellites transmit complex images of cloud patterns, allowing scientists to 

predict the weather much more accurately than they could if they only used data 

collected on the ground. This can warn city dwellers to cancel their picnic if it's going 

to rain. More importantly, this information can save the lives of fisherman at sea or 

icebreakers in the North by warning them if a storm is approaching. 

Remote sensing satellites, such as Radarsat, can aid in research and resource 

management in agriculture, oceanography, forestry, hydrology, geology, cartography, 

and meteorology. Farmers can use satellite data to tell the difference between moist 

and dry soils. People can monitor pollution in the ocean, such as oil spills. Prospectors 

can use satellite images to explore for oil, gas, mineral, and water deposits. Remote 

sensing satellites can also measure the movement of icebergs. 

We all might be using a satellite right now, while you're reading this site. A new 

method of transmitting information on the Internet is to send the data by satellite, 

instead of over telephone or ISDN lines. Telesat Canada is beginning to provide this 

service, called DirecPC, by sending the information via their Anik satellites already in 

orbit. 

Satellites have helped Canada communicate across vast distances and manage many 

natural resources. Individual Canadians are affected by satellites in their everyday 

lives. In the future, as Canada gains even more expertise in the field, it is certain that 

the applications of satellites will grow and continue to benefit the country. 

 

Looking back, in 1966 Canada with an estimated population of 20 million and with its 

3,511,022 sq. miles in territory was still able to create one of the great trading nations. 

The bulk of its foreign commerce was in raw or semi-finished products. This abundant 

economy was found upon prodigious production of staples like fish, fur, timber, and 

wheat; but since the first decade of the 20th century, manufacturing has exceeded 

http://www.satellites.spacesim.org/english/function/weather/index.html
http://www.satellites.spacesim.org/english/function/remote/index.html
http://www.satellites.spacesim.org/english/function/remote/radarsat.html
http://www.satellites.spacesim.org/english/glossary/dk.html#isdnl
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agriculture and recently mining has passed it as well.9 And of economic importance, 

Canadian manufacturers relied mainly on domestic raw materials. 

 

Statistically, Canada’s chief exports in 1965 were timber and wood pulp (14%), wheat (10%), 

newsprint (10%), nickel (55) and aluminum (5%), It’s leading customers were the United States. 

(58%) United Kingdom (14%) and the European Common Market Countries (7%). Its leading 

suppliers were the United States (70%), United Kingdom (7%) and European Common Market 

Counties (6%) 10 

 

In analysis, the Dominion of Canada was very well off. Production was at full tilt in the factory 

and on the farm. Unemployment was said to be almost non-existent. In 1966, the Gross National 

Product had soared to $57 billion; and on the prairies, farmers harvested a record wheat crop of 

800 million bushels. 11 

 

Nevertheless, this good economic news for Canada did not deter Canadian finance minister 

Mitchell Sharp from voicing a few economic concerns about the future well-being of the 

Canadian economy. 

 

Sharp, truly knew that American capital was truly vital for continued Canadian economic success; 

yet, he realized that to guarantee this continued economic success and maintain economic 

stability, Canadians must develop their own economy and also, reduce their trade deficit.12 

 

The trade deficit came by selling a large standard of living and by selling a large proportion of 

its businesses and industry to foreigners mostly Americans. The figures of 1966 estimate foreign 

control of 69% of the petroleum industry, 60% of mining and 60% of manufacturing. Canada’s 

then current account deficit with the United States alone rose $14 billion in the previous eleven 

years. Nearly $11 billion of the U.S. capital investments flowing into Canada during that period 

permitted the deficit to be finances.  

 

Inevitably because of this occurring reality, Canadians began to fear that they might become an 

economic colony of the United States… Politically since 1931 the Canadians in their own 

Parliament had become able to make their own laws effecting the nation and their economy 

without depending on the British Parliament and British Crown to approve or veto these laws… 

One thing still lacking was Canadian ability to have the last say judicially concerning these laws 
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and economic measures as the elements of the Constitution written and unwritten were still in 

the hands of the Courts of Westminster in the United Kingdom for ruling, as the Canadian 

Constitution was not yet re-patriated. It would take many more years for that to happen in the 

1980’s under Prime Minister Mahoney. Nevertheless, despite this handicap to total Canadian 

authority over its own affairs, Canadian Cabinet Officials like Sharp sought to repatriate their 

economy from foreign interests like the United States by using non-punitive methods. Methods 

that would still encourage investment but at the same time discourage foreign ownership of 

majority interest in their companies and enterprises.13 

 

I go off topic momentarily to note a sidebar point to the discussion above… As a member of the 

Allentown Flag Day Association I had the pleasure to attend Naturalization Ceremonies in the 

Lehigh County Court of Common Pleas. Naturalization ceremonies being the end process in a 

program to transform individuals of foreign birth into new American citizens. At these 

ceremonies, I had the pleasure to greet these new citizens with a hand-shake of welcome and 

present them with framed American flag wall plaque as a memory of their important day 

becoming a citizen, What is important here is that these proceeding always open up with a 

Court Crier saying the Court was created by the Court of Westminster in England. Which was 

curious statement to me as both Lehigh County and the Lehigh County Court of Common Pleas 

was founded in 1812 after America and the State of Pennsylvania achieved independence from 

Great Britain and the Court of Westminster. Our Courts of Highest Appeal being either the 

highest Courts in Pennsylvania or the U.S Supreme Court and the lower federal appellate courts 

not the Court in Westminster in England. 

 

Pennsylvania's 67 counties were formed between 1682 when William Penn divided the lands 

granted to him by King Charles II of England into the three original counties of Philadelphia, Bucks 

and Chester and 1878 when Lackawanna County, the youngest county, was created. The other 63 

counties were formed by special or local acts. These acts were passed by the Provincial Assembly 

while Pennsylvania was a colony and by the General Assembly from 1775, when Pennsylvania 

became a Commonwealth, until 1874. Since the State Constitution of 1874 prohibited the passage of 

special or local legislation, Lackawanna County, the only remaining county to be created, was 

formed by decree of court under the authority of a general law (P. L. 17 of 1878. 

The Court in Westminster England gave the Counties of Philadelphia, Chester, and Bucks 

permission to form and operate a Court of Common Pleas under their authority. So, with parts of 

Bucks County breaking off from the County and by special legislation in the Provincial Assembly 

forming Northampton County in 1753 a new Court of Common Pleas was established there, and that 

Court recognized the English Court in Westminster or Westminster Palace as the source of its 

authority in judicial matters. So, And w parts of Northampton County broke off from that County and 

this time  by special legislation in the PA General Assembly in 1812 and a new Court of Common 

Pleas was established, it was by tradition rather than actuality that the Court in Westminster was 

recognized as the initial authority for the Court’s existence. 
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Blair Fraser in his book “The Search for Identity Canada: Postwar to Present presents an interesting 

quote were Canada stood in the sixty’s: 

 

 “Even though Canadian industry is not entirely Canadian, Canada’s standard of living (was) 

the second highest in the Western Hemisphere and possibly in the world. Washing machines and 

television sets abound, as in no other nation save one. Superhighways devour acres of fertile land, 

and the second highest incidence of automobiles achieves, in the metropolitan areas, a second 

highest air pollution. Ugly little towns prosper, all calling themselves cities and all looking like faithful 

copies of Omaha, Nebraska. But just North of the inhabited region lies a different kind of land too 

barren ever to be thickly populated… too bleak to be popular.”14+ 
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________________________________________________________________ 

COMMON SENSE HERALD ANNIVERSARY REPORT 
 

Editor’s Note --- The following article first appeared in the Common Sense 
Herald printed March 16, 1993 – Volume 12 # 1. July 26, 2020 marked the 67 th 
Anniversary of the end of hostilities in the undeclared three-year Korean War… 
As of this time the no U.S President Democrat or Republican have successfully 
negotiated a Treaty or Declaration formally ending the war. What we have 
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currently is a truce which had held up since the end of the hostilities despite 
reoccurring tensions.  
 

MAKING A DIFFERENCE 
by Gordon D. Sharp, Jr. of The Common Sense Herald 

 
July 26, 1993 will mark the 40th anniversary of the end of hostilities in the 
undeclared three-year Korean War, politely known as the Korean "Conflict." 
For those of us who served, it marked a profound change in the future of a 
generation, and in the history of the modern world. Above all, it marked a 
watershed in some Americans' willingness to halt communist tyranny in its 
tracks before it led to World War III or complete communist domination of 
the Far East and Europe. Finally, it led to the ultimate bankruptcy of 
communism itself and a relaxation of its grip on its former victims in Eastern 
Europe. 
 
To many Americans, all this remains a mystery, a parade that passed them 
by. Most mysterious of all, to them (including our present White House 
incumbent – Bill Clinton), is why young Americans should have willingly 
forsaken home and family to fight in foreign lands or, if having gone 
unwillingly, continued to fight at all. 
 
The following essay, written at the time by then CBS newscaster Eric 
Severeid, tries to probe that mystery. It was reprinted in a "Salute to the 
Korean War Veterans" supplement in The Citizens' Voice, Wilkes-Barre, 
PA, July 20, 1992 under the headline, "Why Did They Fight?". Here it is: 
 
 " To me the greatest mystery in the Korean War was what made 
 American youngsters fight so hard, so long and so well --- in this kind 
of war. 
 
 There have been armies that fought well only for loot; There was 
none of that in Korea. 
 
 Armies have fought well only for glory and victory; there was little of 
that in Korea. 
 
 Armies have fought well only when their homeland was invaded; this 
was not true or Americans in Korea. 
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 And there have been armies that fought as crusaders out of burning 
moral or religious zeal; but thousands who fought so well in Korea had only 
the  dimmest conception what the war was all about. 
 
 And they will fight again, automatically, and instantly if the armistice 
should fail. 
 
 They did this without the exhortations of political commissars. 
 
 They bled and died in the mud of that bleak incomprehensible land, in 
 full knowledge that half their countrymen at home were too bored with 
it all to give the daily casualty lists a second glance. 
 
 They had full knowledge that, while they were living the worst life they 
had ever known, millions of their country men were living the best life they 
had ever known. 
 
 They gave liberally from their own paychecks to the emaciated 
Korean children while their prosperous countrymen showed little interest. 
 
 They knew it was too much effort for many of their countrymen to 
walk to the nearest blood donation center, so they gave their own blood to 
their wounded comrades.} 
 
 And they felt no particular bitterness that all this was so. 
 
 They fought right ahead at the time military authorities were publicly 
arguing that they were being handled tragically wrong.  
 
 They fought right ahead knowing that, while Allied nations were 
cheering them on, Allied soldiers were not coming to help them in any great 
numbers. 
 
 Why have these youths behaved so magnificently? 
 
 The answer lies deep in the heart and tissue of American life, and 
none among us can unravel all of its threads.} 
 
 It has to do with the sense of belonging to a team, with the honor of 
upholding it, the shame of letting it down. 
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 But it has also to do with their implicit, unreasoned belief in their 
country, and their natural belief in themselves as individual men upon the 
earth.  
 
 Whatever is responsible, these boys' behavior in this unrewarded war 
outmatches, it seems to me, the behavior of those who fought our wars of 
certainty and victory. 
 
 This is something new in the American story. 
 
 This is something to be recorded with respect and humility." 
 
CONCLUDING OBSERVATION: It is more honorable to have marched one 
day in their bootsteps than to lie four years in the White House. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
EDITOR'S NOTE- --- The Communist Regime of North Korea has proven 
itself to be a thorn in the side of the Clinton Administration's rush to military 
de-activation. The Communist Regime recently announced its decision to 
withdrawal from the Nuclear Arms Proliferation Treaty and protested the 
recent U.S - South Korea joint exercise near the Demilitarized Zone. The 
sword rattling Communist Regime promised war if troops of the joint 
exercise would fire into North Korea or the De-Militarized Zone. Even if 
such firing was accidental. Clinton in 1969 classified the Korean war as a 
war he would not approve. Clinton said it was not a war to save the nation, 
to save lives of countrymen, or a war to save the American way of life. And 
as we all known Mr. Clinton as a consequence of being elected President 
became the  Commander in Chief of U.S. forces stationed in Korea …The 
role Donald Trump now holds in his attempt to deal with North Korea’s built-
up of missiles , some of which could be nuclear armed as North Korea 
improves its nuclear capacity. 
________________________________________________________________ 

COMMON SENSE HERALD VALLEY REFLECTION REPORT 

 

Historically. In July 1985, the Education Committee of the Allentown School 

Board REJECTED School Director’s Michael Comb’s proposal that the 
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district appoint a “security officer” or School Resource Officer (SRO) with 

the power to make arrests of students and trespassers on school property.  

Michael Combs was an Allentown Policeman. Combs made the suggestion 

after an Allen student was stabbed in the school’s courtyard and hearing 

from parents that district students were being pushed around and having 

their lunch money taken. At that time Allentown High School had only one 

hall monitor in the entire school. One alternative suggestion coming from 

Administration was to consider a second hall monitor rather than a security 

officer.; and also, the Administration suggested that the need for a security 

officer to patrol the district’s numerous playgrounds and guard against 

vandalism should be viewed as a separate issue.  

 

School Director Tony Frey commented about the stabbing: “A uniformed 

person intimidates Kids … That stabbing never would have taken place if a 

uniformed officer had been on the scene. The time it takes to call the police 

can be critical, a person could be murdered within the time.” 

 

School Director Charles Nehf had a different view: “Do you really want a 

uniformed officer in the schools? I don’t …We should try to work with 

students as much as possible and help them avoid getting a police record. 

Offering a more realistic view about student mischief. 

 

Annabelle Creveling said: “First of all, you travel in groups, not alone … 

And you stay out of certain corridors in Allen if you don’t want to have your 

lunch money taken. 

School Director Ron Skinner adding: “Some kids sit cross-legged for the 

last periods of school because they are afraid to use certain lavatories that 

troublesome students frequent.” Skinner stressing that a squad of security 

would make no difference if teachers and administrators are not 

maintaining daily discipline. Skinner asserting: “We have to think of the 

professional staff assuming more responsibility.” 

But in this troublesome world the issue remains that bad trouble comes 

about rather than good trouble when teachers and administrators and even 
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police justly attempt to administer discipline because some of the problem 

makers never heard such a thing that they should in order to get an 

education discipline themselves into getting into trouble period. . Galatians 

5:13: You, my brother, were called to be free. But do not use freedom to 

indulge to indulge the sinful nature, rather serve one another in love. 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

In 1980 the Phillies won the World Series -- These guys were the most wanted in Philadelphia  

Because of the COVID Virus 19 pandemic the start of this year’s major league season has been 

delayed and the season shortened to 60 days … The eerie sight being the games being played in 

stadiums without fans But, in many stadiums, cardboard versions of fans are being placed in the sits 

with stadium loudspeakers playing to imitate the noise of fans … An idea they suppose got out of 

Star Trek and other TV shows. So, now that it is the home side of the 7th inning let us all stand and 

sing” 

Connect me to the virtual ball game ... Put me into the virtual crowd ... Deliver me some Pizza and 

Philadelphia cheese steaks ...I do want for baseball to completely comeback to full strength. Root for 

the re-opening of all ball parks ... If that doesn't happen that will be the shame, for its one two three 

strikes you're still out this year's covid shortened campaign... May the best teams win... Even in extra 

innings when runners are immediately placed on second. 


